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Experiments on cold compression of graphite have indicated the 
existence of a new superhard and transparent allotrope of carbon. Numerous 
metastable candidate structures featuring different topologies have been proposed for 
“superhard graphite”, showing a good agreement with experimental X-ray data. In 
order to determine the nature of this new allotrope, we use evolutionary metadynamics 
to systematically search for low-enthalpy sp3 carbon structures easily accessible from 
graphite and we employ molecular-dynamics transition path sampling to investigate 
the corresponding kinetic pathways starting from graphite at 15–20 GPa. Real 
transformation kinetics are computed and physically meaningful transition mechanisms 
are produced at the atomistic level of detail in order to demonstrate how nucleation 
mechanism and transformation kinetics lead to M-carbon as final product of cold 
compression of graphite. This establishes M-carbon as an experimentally synthesized 
carbon allotrope.  
Keywords: high pressure, carbon, polymorphism, superhard 
material, molecular dynamics, metadynamics. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the major challenges of the 21st century has been the quest 
for novel materials with superior physical properties, which has led to a high de-
mand on computational materials design. Theoretical methodologies for structure 
prediction [1] have recently seen a remarkable progress demonstrated by important 
discoveries [2, 3] of new forms of solid state materials with interesting physical 
properties. One of the physical properties relevant for both fundamental science 
and advanced technology is hardness [4]. Despite numerous efforts [1, 5–7] to 
discover new superhard materials, diamond is still widely regarded as the hardest 
of all known materials [8]. Experimentally, the thermodynamically stable high 
pressure structure of cubic diamond is formed at high pressures and temperatures 
(> 5 GPa and 1200–2800 K). At room temperature, however, a new transparent and 
superhard phase is obtained at pressures above 15 GPa [9–12], which is different 
from cubic diamond and its hexagonal polytype lonsdaleite. The lack of obvious 
structural model for this new phase has stimulated theoretical efforts [13–18]. 
Several metastable candidate structures have been proposed, e.g., M-carbon [13, 
19], bct-C4 [14, 15, 20], W-carbon [16], and oC16-II [17, 18]. The experimental 
observations of X-ray diffraction, superhardness and transparency of cold 
compressed graphite can be explained by these structures and their band gaps [13–
18, 20]. In order to resolve this problem, we use the recently proposed evolutionary 
metadynamics method to efficiently explore different local minima on the potential 
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energy surface of elemental carbon to construct a list of all candidate structures. 
Then we employ transition path sampling simulations to tackle the kinetics and 
structural reconstruction mechanism of graphite upon cold compression and to 
elucidate the nature of the kinetically likeliest allotrope to form.  
METHODOLOGY 
Evolutionary metadynamics 
The main idea of metadynamics consists in the introduction of a history-
dependent potential term, which gradually fills the minima in the free energy 
surface and discourages the system to go back to its previously visited states until 
the system could cross the energy barriers and undergo phase transitions [21]. This 
method is usually applied in combination with molecular dynamics simulations 
[22]. Because it relies on molecular dynamics (MD) for equilibration, the 
simulation is often trapped in metastable states and can amorphize instead of 
transforming into a (meta)stable crystal structure. To overcome this, we recently 
introduced a metadynamics-like hybrid method based on efficient global 
optimization of moves rather than local MD sampling [19, 23].  
In this method [24], the simulation is started from a known initial structure at a 
given external pressure P. The cell vectors matrix hij (6-dimensional vector h) is 
used as a collective variable to monitor structural changes in the system [22]. 
Considering a given system with volume V under external pressure P, the 
derivative of the free energy G with respect to h can be expressed as:  
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At each metastep, many structures are generated and relaxed at fixed h, and the 
lowest energy structure is selected and its internal tensor p is computed. Unlike in 
the previously proposed scheme [22], many structures are produced at each 
metastep in this hybrid method [24], instead of only one. Using stepping parameter 
δh, the cell shaped is updated as the following:  
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here S is the elastic compliance tensor. It corresponds to an elastically isotropic 
medium with the Poisson ratio of 0.26, which represents the border value between 
brittle and ductile materials [25], and is a good average value to describe both 
metals and insulators. The driving force 
h
Gf
∂
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−=  in Eq. (2) comes from a 
history-dependent Gibbs potential Gt. For each point already visited h(t′), a 
Gaussian is added to G(h) in order to discourage the system from visiting it again,  
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here W is the Gaussian height. In the next step, the vibrational modes for the 
selected structure are computed according to the dynamical matrix constructed 
from bond hardness coefficients,  
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Here atoms in the unit cell are indexed by a, b, i, j. Their coordinates (x, y, z) are 
denoted by α and β. Unit cells are indexed by l, m, n. The distance between atom i 
in the unit cell l and atom j in the unit cell n is denoted by nl jir
,
, , while bond 
distance is associated with nl jir
,
,0 . The bond hardness coefficient, 
nl
jiH
,
, , is computed 
from bond distances, covalent radii and electronegativity of the atoms [23].  
The computed vibrational modes are used to produce a new generation 
(typically 20–40 soft-mutated structures each from a particular normal mode). The 
softmutation [23, 24] is performed by moving the atoms along the eigenvector of 
the softest calculated mode. Using different non-degenerate modes and 
displacements, each structure can be softmutated many times. The magnitude of 
the displacement (dmax) along the mode eigenvector is an input parameter. Using 
relatively small dmax and displacements represented by a random linear mixture of 
all mode eigenvectors, this method becomes similar to MD-metadynamics in its 
ability to cross energy barriers and equilibrate the system. Using large dmax along 
single softest-mode eigenvectors, the softmutation operator [23] is capable of 
efficiently finding the global energy minimum.  
The new generation of softmutated structures is produced and relaxed in the 
new cell. The process is repeated for a number of generations, and a series of 
structural transitions are observed. The simulation is stopped when the maximum 
number of generations is reached.  
Zhu et al. [26] used evolutionary metadynamics to systematically find low-
enthalpy superhard allotropes accessible from graphite. Evolutionary 
metadynamics simulations were done using the USPEX code [19]. In this work, 
structural relaxations were performed using density functional theory (DFT) within 
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [27] in the framework of the all-
electron projector augmented wave (PAW) method [28], as implemented in the 
VASP [29, 30] code. A plane wave kinetic energy cutoff of 550 eV is used for the 
plane–wave basis set. Excellent convergence of the energy differences, stress 
tensors, and structural parameters was ensured by using Brillouin zone sampling 
resolution of 2π×0.08 Å–1.  
Transition path sampling (TPS) 
TPS is a generalization of Monte Carlo procedures in the space of dynamical 
trajectories connecting two states separated by a high barrier in a rough energy 
landscape [31–33]. The simulation scheme is iterative and develops from an initial 
trajectory. The first step of transition path sampling consists of equilibration of an 
initial pathway, then, gradually converging the trajectory regime to more probable 
regions. To ensure convergence of the transition regime, the relevance of a 
transition pathway is biased by path probability. It is worth mentioning that no a 
priori knowledge of the mechanistic details of the real transition regime is needed 
to start the sampling of pathways. Consequently, the first trajectory does not need 
to be a probable one.  
The first step is the derivation of an initial trajectory connecting the limiting 
phases. A configuration from latter trajectory is selected and the atomic momenta 
are slightly modified. While keeping both momentum and angular momentum 
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conserved, the modifications δp are applied to randomly chosen pairs of atoms (i, j) 
as follows:  
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In order to keep the total kinetic energy conserved, the modified atomic 
momenta are rescaled by the factor: 
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The modified configuration is propagated in both directions of time (–t, +t) and 
a new trajectory is generated. If the latter is successful (the transition is observed), 
it is used as an initial trajectory in a new iteration and the procedure is iterated to 
collect a set of pathways. The successful ones are selected and analyzed.  
In this work, Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics simulations were 
performed in the NpT ensemble [34] at temperature T = 300 K and pressures 
ranging from 15 to 20 GPa. The time propagation of the system was performed 
using the velocity Verlet algorithm [34], with an integration timestep of 0.2 fs, in 
order to maintain a good time–reversibility for the collected trajectories. The 
simulation box contained 256 carbon atoms. To allow for anisotropic shape 
changes of the simulation box, the Martyna-Tobias-Klein algorithm [35] for 
ensuring constant pressure and temperature was used. Interatomic forces were 
computed within the framework of density-functional tight binding approach [36, 
37] as implemented in the CP2K code [38]. For each transition path sampling run, 
the number of trial shootings was at least 500, with an acceptance ratio between 
40–60 %. More than 200 successful pathways have been collected for each run, of 
which ∼ 70 are independent and uncorrelated. The average coordination number 
(CN) within the first coordination sphere is used as an order parameter to distin-
guish graphite (CN = 3) from high pressure modifications made of four-coordinate 
atoms (CN = 4). To distinguish between different four-coordinate structures (bct-
C4, M-carbon, and W-carbon), however, coordination spheres of second and third 
nearest neighbors are used. This helps to narrow down the path ensemble and focus 
the sampling on transition from graphite to one of the candidate structures for 
“superhard graphite”. Apart from a quick detection of graphite and different 
candidate structures (bct-C4, M-carbon, and W-carbon), this order parameter is 
capable of accommodating not only the three possible metastable phases but allows 
for starting transition pathways sampling from unlikely trajectories, like graphite to 
cubic or hexagonal diamond, and converge to the likeliest trajectory that starts with 
graphite and leads to the kinetically most probable end product of its room-
temperature compression.  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Let us first discuss the results of the systematic search and identification of 
possible structures of “superhard graphite” using evolutionary metadynamics [26]. 
Simulations were started from two different graphite polytypes, 2H and 3R.  
Starting from graphite-2H model containing 32 atoms, a simulation was 
performed at 20 GPa (dmax= 2.5 Å, W = 4000 kbar⋅Å3, and δh = 0.6 Å). At each 
metastep, the best structure from the previous generation was softmutated by 
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25 times. While the ground state structure was identified as cubic diamond, many 
metastable structures were found. As shown in Fig. 1, a, a series of structures is 
visited during the simulation. After 15 generations, layers buckling is observed and 
graphite planar structure is transformed into 3D-networks of sp3-hybridized carbon 
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Fig. 1. Enthalpy evolution during the compression of graphite-2H at 20 GPa (a); enthalpy evolu-
tion during the compression of graphite-3R at 20 GPa ((1) enthalpies for the best structures with 
constant cell matrix, (2) enthalpies for best structures after full relaxation) (b). The corresponding 
ring topologies are shown in parentheses. B + D and M + D refer to bct-C4 + diamond and M-
carbon + diamond, respectively.  
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atoms. Lonsdaleite is identified as the best structure in the 16th generation, and in 
the same generation we observed a candidate structure with 4 + 8 membered rings, 
bct-C4 (Fig. 2, c). Structural patterns featuring 5 + 7 membered rings are observed 
in the subsequent generations and corresponds to M- and W-carbon (Figs. 2, d, e). 
These are followed by another mixed system of M-carbon interfaced with diamond 
(referred to as M + D, featuring 5 + 6 + 7 membered rings). Another structure, 
containing blocks of bct-C4 interfaced with diamond, is obtained in the following 
generations (referred to as B + D in Fig. 2, f) buckling. Described as a stacking of 
layers of 4 + 8 and 6-membered rings, it is equivalent to oC16 structure (also called 
Z-carbon), another recently proposed candidate structure for “superhard graphite” 
[18]. The last episode of the simulation is characterized by a dominance of the 
diamond structure for almost 20 generations, before the system reverted to 
graphite.  
 
 
a                                    b                                    c                                 d                                                 e 
 f                                                               g                                                                        h  
Fig. 2. Structures obtained using evolutionary metadynamics: graphite-2H (a), polytype of dia-
mond with 6 topology (b), bct-C4 with 4 + 8 topology (c), M-carbon with 5 + 7 topology (d), W-
carbon with 5 + 7 topology (e), Z-carbon with 4 + 6 + 8 topology (f), new allotrope X-carbon 
with 5 + 7 topology (g). Its space group is C2/c, a = 5.559 Å, c = 4.752 Å, b = 7.960 Å, β = 
114.65°, C1(0.250, 0.083, 0.949), C2(0.489, 0.809, 0.982), C3(0.000, 0.200, 0.250), C4(0.247, 
0.913, 0.801), C5(0.000, 0.816, 0.250); new allotrope Y-carbon with 4 + 8 topology (h). Its space 
group is Cmca, a = 4.364 Å, c = 4.374 Å, b = 5.057 Å, C(0.681, 0.635, 0.410).  
 
Similarly starting from graphite-3R at 20 GPa, diamond is again identified as 
the ground state structure after visiting a series of low-energy metastable structures 
as shown in Fig. 1, b.  
The power of evolutionary metadynamics method is in its efficiency in 
harvesting, in addition to the ground state, many low-energy metastable structures 
in a single simulation (see Fig. 2). Clearly, all of the previously reported candidate 
structures for “superhard graphite” (M-, W-, bct-C4, and Z-carbon) could be easily 
found in using 1-2 evolutionary metadynamics simulations. Most strikingly, two 
new topologically different structures are discovered during the simulations, which 
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we call X- and Y-carbon. The first one (Fig. 2, g) has 5 + 7 topology with a 
monoclinic symmetry (space group C2/c) and contains 32 carbon atoms in the 
conventional cell. The second structure (Fig. 2, h) has 4 + 8 topology with an 
orthorhombic symmetry (space group Cmca) and contains 16 atoms in the 
conventional cell. Note that there are also many hybrid structures made of 
alternating layers of M-carbon, bct-C4 diamond and lonsdaleite (for the detailed 
information, please refer to Ref. [26]).  
In general, low-enthalpy metastable structures are extremely reachable. In the 
case of cold-compressed graphite, many candidate structures for “superhard 
graphite”, including X- and Y-carbon, show a good agreement with experimental 
XRD data as shown in Fig. 3. The nature of the product depends on the structure of 
the starting material, the energy landscape and kinetic barriers separating the 
transforming phases. Transition path sampling is a very helpful simulation strategy 
to tackle a situation characterized by the possibility of many theoretically viable 
candidate structures. The method allows starting from a regime of very low 
probability or even a model constructed from a mapping between the limiting 
phases of the transition of interest. Monte Carlo sampling of the space of 
trajectories ensures the convergence toward the real transformation path and 
unveils the nature of “superhard graphite”.  
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Fig. 3. Simulated X-ray diffraction patterns (from Ref. [26]) of proposed models and graphite 
compared with experiment [12]; the pressure being 18.4 GPa.  
 
The second part of this work is concerned with finding the real transition route 
of cold compressed graphite and the identification of the “superhard graphite” 
structure using TPS simulations [39]. We started TPS runs from trajectories 
connecting graphite-2H to diamond. Since diamond was ruled out by experiments 
[41], the sampling of graphite–diamond route will not only optimize the transition 
regime, but will help converging to a kinetically more probable structure for the 
product of cold compression of graphite.  
The set of pathways collected in the course of TPS iterations shows a quick 
shift in the transition regime. After only 15–20 iterations, the end-point of the 
initial graphite–diamond pathway is replaced by a polytype of the diamond 
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structure as shown in Fig. 4, e. The sliding of graphene layers in opposite 
directions is responsible for the appearance of this polytype, intermediate between 
diamond and lonsdaleite. After only 30–40 iterations, new structural patterns of 
5 + 7 rings is observed in the form of an inset within 6-membered ring topology as 
highlighted in Fig. 5, e by a dotted circle. Despite the small size of the inset, not 
allowing for clear identification of its symmetry, the 5 + 7 pattern is a signature of 
some metastable structures observed during evolutionary metadynamics 
simulations, e.g., M- and W-carbon. Upon further sampling of the trajectory 
ensemble, 6-membered rings are replaced by 5 + 7 ones, as the inset grows larger 
and diamond converts into a distinct configuration with monoclinic symmetry. This 
structure is identical to the metastable allotrope M-carbon, first predicted in [19] 
and later proposed to correspond to “superhard graphite” [13]. 
  
 
a                                    b                                       c                                       d                                   e  
Fig. 4. Snapshots from a dynamical trajectory collected from transition path sampling connecting 
graphite (a) to a diamond polytype (e). The buckling of graphite layers is initiated by the forma-
tion of C–C bonds along the [001]graphite (b). Domains of cubic diamond are formed with different 
orientation (c)–(d). The interface between the latter domains defines a region of hexagonal dia-
mond (e). 
 
 
a                                    b                                           c                                        d                                     e  
Fig. 5. Snapshots from a representative trajectory illustrating the evolution of graphite (a) to 
cubic diamond transition regime (e). The mobility of graphene layers during the reconstruction 
creates an inset of 5- and 7-membered rings (dotted circle) within a 6-membered rings network 
(e).  
 
As shown in Fig. 6, the onset of the transformation is marked by the formation 
of interlayer C–C bonds along the [001]graphite in a zigzag fashion (see Fig. 6, b). 
The π-interactions in graphene layers are perturbed by the formation of the zigzag 
chain. Consequently, layer corrugation is facilitated and 5-and 7-membered rings 
are formed during layers buckling, as illustrated in Figs. 6, c–e. Although, M-
carbon is identified as the most probable structure to be formed upon cold 
compression of graphite, the transition regime visited other 5 + 7 topologies before 
locking into the stable graphite to M-carbon transformation route.  
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a                                     b                                       c                                     d                                     e  
Fig. 6. Snapshots of a representative trajectory of the stable regime corresponding to the cold 
compression of graphite. A single event of bond formation between graphene layers triggers (a), 
a series of bond formation along [001] graphite in a zigzag fashion (dotted rectangle) (b). This 
chain facilitates the formation of 5-membered rings causing the corrugation of graphitic layers 
(c) and inducing the formation of 7-membered rings (d)–(e).  
 
Up to 20% of the successful trajectories collected during the sampling included 
graphite to W-carbon pathway shown in Fig. 7. Despite similarities in nucleation 
events between graphite to M-carbon and graphite to W-carbon in terms of the 
formation of C–C bonds along [001]graphite, subsequent growth of W-carbon slightly 
differs from that of M-carbon. Unlike the transition mechanism of graphite to M-
carbon, the zigzag chain is propagated in a segmented fashion (see Fig. 7, b). 
Clearly, the key step that determines the nature of the cold compression product is 
the evolution of a single nucleation event, formation of an interlayer C–C bond, 
either as infinite zigzag (see Fig. 6, b) or segmented chain (see Fig. 7, b). 
Furthermore, the breaking of the chain implies different progress of phase growth 
and results in a higher transition barrier as shown in Fig. 8. 
  
 
a                                     b                                        c                                      d                                     e  
Fig. 7. Snapshots taken from a representative graphite to W-carbon transformation pathway. 
Graphene layers buckling is initiated by formation C–C contacts along [001]graphite in the form of 
finite size zigzag chains (b). Each zigzag chain facilitates the corrugation of graphitic layers 
inducing the formation of 5-and 7-membered rings (c)–(d) transforming graphite into W-carbon 
(e). 
 
It is worth mentioning that the layered structure of graphite theoretically en-
ables many different ways of layers buckling. Each of them may lead to a different 
final topology and distinct structure. From TPS simulations, we conclude that the 
survival of a transition regime leading to one metastable structure or another is 
closely connected to the way of nucleating the high-pressure modification and the 
corresponding activation barrier. One of the advantages of using TPS is its 
efficiency to converge to the relevant path ensemble, which corresponds to the real 
transition pathway regime [31–33, 42–46] and bypasses less-favored regions of the 
energy landscape corresponding to other mechanisms, e.g., graphite to bct-C4 
pathway. To illustrate this feature of TPS, we performed separate simulation runs 
to evaluate the energy barrier of graphite to bct-C4 and to W-carbon transition 
routes in comparison with the M-carbon pathway. Figure 8 indicates that graphite 
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to cubic diamond transformation has a barrier of 200 meV/atm, which completely 
rules out the graphite to bct-C4 route, which scores as the highest with 
221 meV/atom. In spite of structural and mechanistic similarities between 
transformation routes to W-carbon and M-carbon, the latter is favored with a 
barrier equal to 176 meV/atom, lower than 194 meV/atom for the former transition 
[39].  
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Fig. 8. Enthalpy variation of different simulated transformations of graphite under pressure 
(15 GPa) and ambient temperature (from Ref. [39]). The graphite to M-carbon transformation 
route (square line) indicates a lower energy barrier than the transition to W-carbon (diamond 
line). The possibility of the transformation of graphite into the bct-C4 structure (star line) on cold 
compression is ruled out because of higher barrier than the graphite to cubic diamond transition 
(circle line).  
 
Our findings have been subsequently confirmed and supported by a very recent 
investigation [40] that provided direct experimental evidence from high-quality 
XRD data and Raman spectroscopy. In conclusion, the nature of “superhard 
graphite” is elucidated using evolutionary metadynamics and transition path 
sampling. Combining both methods helps to systematically predict a series of 
metastable candidate structures and probe their synthesizability under experimental 
conditions of pressure and temperature. The complexity of the quest for this new 
superhard allotrope obtained upon compression at room temperature is clarified by 
the determination of intrinsic differences, at the atomistic level, between transition 
pathways leading to different metastable candidate structures. The product of this 
first-order transition is unequivocally identified as a metastable monoclinic 
structure, M-carbon. Although a competitor, W-carbon is kinetically less favored. 
Differences in transformation kinetics can be traced back to different patterns of 
phase nucleation and subsequent growth [39].  
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Експерименти по холодному стисненню графіту показали наявність 
нової надтвердої і прозорою аллотропной форми вуглецю. Численні метастабільні 
структури з різною топологією були запропоновані для “надтвердого графіту” і показу-
вали добру відповідність експериментальним даним рентгенографії. Для однозначного 
визначення природи цієї нової аллотропной форми нами використано еволюційну 
метадінаміку, метод, що дозволяє систематичний пошук низькоентальпійних sp3-
вуглецевих структур, що кінетично легко одержують з графіту, а також застосований 
молекулярно-динамічний вибір способів дослідження відповідної кінетики перетворення 
графіту при тисках 15–20 ГПа. Розрахована реальна кінетика перетворення графіту і 
отримані на атомистическому рівні реалістичні механізми перетворення, що демонст-
рують, як механізм нуклеації та кінетика перетворення приводять до M-вуглецю – 
кінцевого продукту холодного стиснення графіту. Ці дослідження дозволяють вважати 
М-вуглець експериментально синтезованої алотропной формою вуглецю. 
Ключові слова: високий тиск, вуглець, поліморфізм, надтверді 
матеріали, молекулярна динаміка, метадінаміка. 
 
Эксперименты по холодному сжатию графита показали наличие новой 
сверхтвердой и прозрачной аллотропной формы углерода. Многочисленные метаста-
бильные структуры с различной топологией были предложены для “сверхтвердого гра-
фита” и показывали хорошее согласие с экспериментальными данными рентгенографии. 
Для однозначного определения природы этой новой аллотропной формы нами использова-
на эволюционная метадинамика, метод, позволяющий систематический поиск низкоэн-
тальпийных sp3-углеродных структур, кинетически легко получаемых из графита, а 
также применен молекулярно-динамический выбор способов исследования соответст-
вующей кинетики превращения графита при давлениях 15–20 ГПа. Рассчитана реальная 
кинетика преобразования графита и получены на атомистическом уровне реалистичные 
механизмы превращения, которые демонстрируют, как механизм нуклеации и кинетика 
превращения приводят к M-углероду – конечному продукту холодного сжатия графита. 
Эти исследования позволяют считать М-углерод экспериментально синтезированной 
аллотропной формой углерода. 
Ключевые слова: высокое давление, углерод, полиморфизм, сверхтвер-
дые материалы, молекулярная динамика, метадинамика. 
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